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             Fidra Class



Staff Team
Class Teacher - Helen
Support staff - 
Elizabeth
Erin
Ria
Health Support Worker



Our classroom
This session our classroom looks a bit different. This is in line with current guidelines to help keep us all 

safe. We have lots of lovely areas for learning and space for us to learn together at a safe distance. 



IDL
In Fidra class, we use a sensory curriculum and the Curriculum for Excellence in our learning 

activities. Numeracy and literacy play an integral part in daily lessons.



Our topic
This term we are working on 

Connections.
Within this topic we are looking at building relationships, forming and maintaining new and old 
friendships as well as building on the nurturing principles within the Sanderson’s Wynd community. 
Through this, we have been connecting with our families, feelings, school, friends, our community 
and nature.



Literacy

Our literacy this term has included these stories:



Literacy
As well as reading our story books, we have been practicing our initial sounds through Read, Write, Ink, 
forming our letters using a variety of resources and incorporating our writing and mark making skills 
during outdoor learning.



Communication
Within class, we use a variety of low tech communication aids to support us with our learning. 
Below we have an e-tran frame, a Go Talk 9, a switch recorded to tell the story and symbols to 
help us retell and sequence stories.



Numeracy

As part of our daily learning, counting, sequencing, matching, sorting and looking at 
patterns along with the use of mathematical language are embedded into our activities. 
These work alongside our individual long, medium and short term targets.



Health and wellbeing

Through the use of our IDL, topics and child led planning, Fidra class have been learning all about 
being resilient, being good friends and most of all - having lots of fun.


